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Key Points

• Initiating rituximab in the
inpatient setting for all
TTP admissions
produces $30 0001 in
cost savings per patient
to the hospital.

•Cost to the hospital
should not be a barrier
to initiating rituximab in
the inpatient setting.

Patients with severe autoimmune thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) experience

acute hematologic emergencies during disease flares and a lifelong threat for relapse.

Rituximab, in addition to steroids and therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE), has been shown to

mitigate relapse risk. A barrier to care in initiating rituximab in the inpatient setting has been

the presumed excessive cost of medication to the hospital. Retrospectively reviewing TTP

admissions from 2004 to 2018 at our academic center, we calculated the actual inpatient cost

of care. We then calculated the theoretical cost to the hospital of initiating rituximab in the

inpatient setting for both initial TTP and relapse TTP cohorts, with the hypothesis that

preventing sufficient future TTP admissions offsets the cost of initiating rituximab in all

patientswithTTP.At amedian follow-up of 55months in the initial TTP cohort, rituximab use

produced a projected cost savings of $905906 and would have prevented 185 inpatient

admission days and saved 137 TPE procedures. In the relapse TTP setting, rituximab use

produced a projected cost savings of $425736 and would have prevented 86 inpatient

admission days and saved 64 TPE procedures. From a hospital cost standpoint, cost of

rituximab should no longer be a barrier to initiating inpatient rituximab in both initial and

relapse TTP settings.

Introduction

Autoimmune acquired thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) is a hematologic emergency
comprising thrombocytopenia and hemolytic anemia, often characterized by end-organ damage in the
setting of thrombotic microangiopathy. It can present with a variety of chief concerns that are important
to recognize to promptly diagnose patients in both the initial and relapse setting.1 Each hospitalization
for a patient with TTP is associated with a significant inpatient length of stay (LOS) and associated cost
of care.2,3 The standard of care for treatment of an initial TTP episode is a combination of steroids and
therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE). The addition of rituximab at standard dosing (375 mg/m2 weekly for
4 weeks) during an acute episode of TTP has been shown to reduce relapse rates and may be
associated with reduced hospital stay.4-7 As such, rituximab is recommended along with TPE and
steroids for patients with relapsed TTP (rTTP) in expert-based guidelines from the United Kingdom.8 The
UK guidelines also recommend consideration of upfront rituximab in patients with an initial presentation
of TTP, although a 2009 randomized clinical trial to evaluate the addition of upfront rituximab plus TPE
and steroids was stopped due to low enrollment.9 Hence, adjuvant, full-dose rituximab is not yet viewed
as the standard of care in treatment of an initial episode of TTP but continues to gain favor over time, with
more recent data supporting a potential role for low-dose rituximab as well.1,10-12

A major barrier to incorporating rituximab into treatment paradigms for TTP is hospital cost.13 A common
practice in the United States is to administer the first dose of rituximab within the first few days of
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hospitalization for TTP, with subsequent doses given in either the
outpatient or inpatient setting depending on other indications for
continued admission. In the United States, hospitals are re-
imbursed according to a bundled payment system designed to
cover expected in-hospital costs without additional reimburse-
ment for extra services or medications. This creates a financial
incentive, from the hospital’s perspective, to defer administration
of expensive medications to the outpatient setting where cost can
be in part covered by the patient’s insurance company without
cost to the hospital. To date, there is no analysis of the financial
implication to the hospital of initiating rituximab in the inpatient
setting. We hypothesized that the costs to the hospital of
initiating rituximab in the inpatient setting during an admission for
TTP would be offset by savings in preventing future hospital-
izations. With this in mind, we conducted a retrospective chart
review to examine hospital costs of initiating rituximab therapy in
the inpatient setting in addition to TPE and steroids compared
with TPE and steroids alone, both in patients with initial TTP
and rTTP.

Methods

Patients, definitions, and inclusion and

exclusion criteria

Chart records for patients hospitalized at a major academic
center between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2018, with an
International Classification of Diseases diagnosis code correspond-
ing to TTP were identified by the hospital’s Joint Data Analytics
Team and reviewed. Institutional review board waiver was obtained
for retrospective chart review. A diagnosis of severe autoimmune
TTP was defined as laboratory and smear evidence of micro-
angiopathy with an ADAMTS13 level of #10% and a concomitant
elevated ADAMTS13 inhibitor titer or evidence of microangiopathy
in a patient with a prior established diagnosis of TTP. ADAMTS13
levels were measured via a FRET platform-based assay, which was
a send-out test before 2010, then performed in-house from 2010
onward at this institution. Patients not meeting the diagnosis of
severe autoimmune TTP were excluded from analysis in the study.
TTP remission was defined as no evidence of TTP over 30 days
following the last TPE. rTTP was defined as recrudescence of
thrombocytopenia following remission, with or without clinical
symptoms, necessitating reinitiation of TTP-directed therapy. These
definitions are consistent with the latest consensus of terminology
in the field.14

On analysis by the Joint Data Analytics Team, 29 patients were
identified as having a diagnosis of TTP. Using the aforemen-
tioned criteria of severe autoimmune TTP, 2 patients were
excluded from the study, 1 of whom had familial TTP with
a negative ADAMTS13 inhibitor titer, and 1 who had an
ADAMTS13 level of 16%, above the cutoff for severe autoim-
mune TTP. The final study population consisted of 27 patients
with severe autoimmune TTP. The clinical course of both initial
TTP and rTTP presentations of all of these patients was examined
for presenting symptoms, blood abnormalities, treatments re-
ceived, hospitalizations, and LOS. Although surveillance monitoring
of ADAMTS13 levels in previously treated TTP patients began
at this institution in 2017, none of this cohort received addi-
tional prophylactic rituximab during the study period based on
ADAMTS13 levels.

Establishing hospital costs of TTP treatments,

hospitalizations, and rituximab use

To estimate the average cost of the hospital stay for both initial TTP
and rTTP hospitalizations, the cost of an inpatient medicine bed
($490) as well as the professional and technical cost of TPE
($6000/TPE) at our medical center were obtained. These costs
were combined with the average number of TPE procedures and
the average LOS to calculate hospitalization cost. In the case of first
TTP hospitalization, the average number of TPE procedures was
10.1 (standard deviation [SD], 4.8), and the average LOS was
14.6 days (SD, 8.0). In the case of rTTP hospitalization, the average
number of TPE procedures was 7.1 (SD, 3.1), and the average LOS
was 9.6 days (SD, 3.3). These amounted to average initial TTP and
rTTP hospitalization costs of $67754 and $47304, respectively.
The average wholesale price of rituximab ($1084 per 100-mg vial)
was used to calculate the total cost of treatment with 1 rituximab
dose (375 mg/m2) administered in the inpatient setting for a 170
cm, 70 kg individual, amounting to $7724. One rituximab cycle was
defined as 4 rituximab doses. All costs are listed in US dollars.

Cost savings for first TTP admission treated

with rituximab

We compared the clinical outcomes of patients with an initial
presentation of TTP who did or did not receive rituximab during their
first TTP admission. In general, the patients with TTP who received
rituximab during their initial TTP presentation had more refractory
disease than those who did not receive rituximab upfront, as
evidenced by an increase in LOS and in TPE procedures (by
10 days and 6 procedures, respectively). The clinical efficacy of
rituximab in preventing further relapse was calculated at a median
follow-up of 58 months. Assuming that patients with a first
presentation of TTP who did not receive rituximab would have
responded to rituximab at the same rate as those who received it
upfront, we calculated the theoretical cost savings to the hospital in
this setting using the hospital cost of 1 dose of inpatient rituximab
($7724) and the average cost of hospitalization for an initial
presentation of TTP ($67754).

Cost savings for rTTP treated with rituximab

Many patients described in this cohort relapsed multiple times
before rituximab was given. We considered a theoretical model to
calculate the savings to the hospital if rituximab had been given to
this cohort during the first episode of rTTP (ie, their second episode
of TTP). The clinical efficacy of rituximab in the rTTP patient
population was calculated at a median follow-up of 44 months.
Assuming these patients would have responded to rituximab given
at first relapse (second TTP hospitalization) at the same rate they
did upon later relapse, we calculated the theoretical cost savings to
the hospital in initiating rituximab as an inpatient during the patients’
first relapse. For these theoretical calculations, the hospital cost of 1
dose of inpatient rituximab ($7724) and the average cost of relapse
hospitalization ($47 304) were used.

Results

Study population

A total of 27 patients with severe autoimmune TTP were identi-
fied from 2004 to 2018. During a median follow-up of 50 months
from the time of diagnosis, these 27 patients had 54 total
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hospitalizations. A summary of patient characteristics and labora-
tory studies is shown in Table 1. For the entire cohort, the median
age of initial presentation with TTP was 43 years. Of the 27 patients,
21 were female, 15 black, 8 Hispanic, and 4 white; 13 had non-O
blood type. Autoimmune comorbidities included 2 patients with
systemic lupus erythematosus and 1 patient with multiple sclerosis.
Twenty-two of 27 patients were treated with rituximab. Of these,
10 received rituximab upon initial presentation with TTP and 12
received rituximab at first relapse or afterward. In total, 4 of 22
severe autoimmune rituximab-naive TTP patients (initial TTP and
rTTP) relapsed after treatment with 1 cycle of rituximab at a median
follow-up of 47 months, corresponding to a relapse rate of 18.2%.

Initial TTP cohort

Among the total study population of 27 patients with severe
autoimmune TTP, 10 were treated with rituximab upfront, which was
started during their initial TTP admission, whereas 17 did not
receive rituximab during their initial TTP admission (Figure 1). The
relapse rate after initial TTP was 20% for patients treated with
rituximab at a median follow-up of 58 months and 71% for those
who did not receive rituximab at a median follow-up of 55 months.
The total number of hospitalizations for all 27 patients who did or did
not receive upfront rituximab during initial TTP was 54, with a total
cost of $3 106566 (Figure 2A). The 12 doses of rituximab
administered for initial TTP in the inpatient setting yielded a cost
to the hospital of $92688 for rituximab administration. The total
cost to the hospital was therefore $3199254.

Cost savings for initial TTP treated with rituximab

We then calculated the projected total cost to the hospital if all 27
patients had been treated with rituximab upfront at the time of their
initial TTP presentation, with the first rituximab dose administered in

the inpatient setting (Figure 2B). Utilizing the 20% relapse rate
following rituximab use in the initial TTP admission, we estimated
that upfront rituximab treatment would have reduced the total
number of relapse hospitalizations in the study cohort to 5.4, leading
to a hospitalization cost of $2 084800 (ie, 27 hospitalizations for
initial TTP plus 5.4 hospitalizations for rTTP). The total number of
inpatient rituximab doses would have increased to 27, leading to
an inpatient rituximab cost of $208548. The projected total cost
to the hospital of treating the entire study cohort with upfront
rituximab, including all hospitalizations for initial TTP, projected
hospitalizations for rTTP, and all upfront rituximab doses adminis-
tered during the first TTP hospitalization, would be $2293348.
Therefore, the projected total cost savings to the hospital of upfront
rituximab initiated in the inpatient setting would be $905906,
corresponding to a hospital cost savings of $33552 per patient
with TTP treated upfront with rituximab. In our hospital, this would
have prevented ;185 inpatient days and 137 TPE procedures.

rTTP cohort

Of 27 autoimmune TTP patients with 54 total hospitalizations,
14 had rTTP, accounting for 41 relapse hospitalizations. The
median age of rTTP patients was 39 years at the time of their first
relapse of TTP, with a median ADAMTS13 level of 3% at relapse.
Ten (71%) of the 14 patients with rTTP were female. Other
laboratory abnormalities at the time of presentation are shown in
Table 1. The 3 leading rTTP presentations were either asymptom-
atic with the laboratory finding of thrombocytopenia (27%),
symptomatic with abdominal pain (18%), or petechiae (16%).

Cost savings for rTTP treated with rituximab

Among the 14 patients with rTTP, 9 received rituximab at the time of
their first relapse (ie, their second TTP episode), and 5 received it
during a subsequent rTTP episode (supplemental Figure 1). A total
of 16 cycles of rituximab were administered to the 14 patients with
rTTP over the course of the follow-up period, with the first dose
given in the inpatient setting. Four of these patients had a cumulative
total of 9 repeat relapse hospitalizations before ever receiving
rituximab. The relapse rate following administration of rituximab in
rTTP was 29% at a median follow-up of 44 months. The total
number of hospitalizations for all patients with rTTP was 41, includ-
ing all 14 initial TTP presentations and 27 additional hospitalizations
for rTTP, yielding a total cost of $2225764 for all 41 hospital-
izations (Figure 3A). A total of 16 doses of rituximab were
administered in the inpatient setting, yielding a cost to the hospital
of $123584 for rituximab administration. The total cost to the
hospital of treating the 14 patients with rTTP in our cohort, including
all hospitalizations for initial TTP and rTTP and all rituximab doses
administered in the inpatient setting, was therefore $2349348.

We then calculated the total cost to the hospital if all 14 patients
with rTTP had been treated with rituximab earlier, at the time of their
first episode of rTTP (ie, their second episode of TTP) (Figure 3B).
This approach would have saved 9 preventable hospitalizations in
the 4 treatment-naive patients with rTTP and led to a hospitalization
cost of $1 800028 (ie, 14 hospitalizations for initial TTP plus 18
hospitalizations for rTTP). Adding in the constant of 16 inpatient
doses of rituximab (as the savings come in treating frequent
relapsers at first relapse), the total cost to the hospital would be
$1923612. Therefore, the projected total cost savings to the
hospital of rituximab in treatment of the first rTTP episode, with the

Table 1. Median and range of parameters in the initial and rTTP

cohorts

Condition Median Range

Initial TTP

Age, y 43 20-70

ADAMTS13, % 5 0-10

Platelet count, 3109/L 12 4-39

Hematocrit, % 25.5 16-47

Reticulocyte, % 6.4 2.0-31.0

LDH, U/L 1834 574-21060

Creatinine, mg/dL 1.2 1.0-1.4

Total bilirubin, mg/dL 3.8 1.7-7.6

Relapsed TTP

Age, y 39 21-61

ADAMTS13, % 3 0-10

Platelet count, 3109/L 20 8-82

Hematocrit, % 31 14-46

Reticulocyte, % 4.5 1.5-11.6

LDH, U/L 713 236-4175

Creatinine, mg/dL 1.1 0.9-2.5

Total bilirubin, mg/dL 2.0 0.3-11

LDH, lactate dehydrogenase.
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first dose given in the inpatient setting, would be $425736, or
$30 410 per patient with rTTP. In our hospital, this would have
prevented roughly 86 inpatient days and 64 TPE procedures.

Discussion

In this study, we show that the addition of rituximab to standard
treatment (TPE and steroids) in patients either with initial TTP or at

the time of their first episode of rTTP has the capacity to yield
significant cost savings to the hospital ($33 552 per patient for
initial TTP, or $30410 per patient for rTTP). We estimated that
among patients in our cohort, the administration of rituximab upon
initial TTP admission would have prevented 185 admission days
and 137 TPE procedures, and that the use of rituximab at the
time of first rTTP would have prevented 86 admission days and
64 TPE procedures. Our cost projection models are based on our

27 Patients with Severe
Automimmune TTP

All Treated with TPE + Steroids

10 Patients with Severe
Automimmune TTP

Treated with Rituximab at First
Admission

Median Follow Up: 58 months

8 in
Remission

2 Relapsed

17 Patients with Severe
Automimmune TTP

Not Treated with Rituximab at First
Admission

Median Follow Up: 55 months

20% Relapse 71% Relapse

5 in
Remission

12 Relapsed

Figure 1. Relapse rates of TTP patients with and

without rituximab administration after the initial TTP

admission.

ACTUAL HOSPITAL COSTS

Initial
TTP Cohort

Hospitalizations for TTP

Inpatient rituximab doses:

Initial TTP episodes:

Relapse TTP episodes:

12 x $7,724/dose                  =

27 x $67,754/hospitalization =

27 x $47,304/hospitalization =

+

+

$92,688

$1,829,358

$3,199,254TOTAL

$1,277,208

A

PROJECTED HOSPITAL COST IF RITUXIMAB GIVEN AT INITIAL TTP EPISODE

Hospitalizations for TTP

Inpatient rituximab doses:

Initial TTP episodes:

Projected TTP episodes:
(based on 20% relapse rate)

27 x $7,724/dose                  =

SAVINGS: $905,906
                  185 hospital days
                  137 TPE procedures

27 x $67,754/hospitalization =

5.4 x $47,304/hospitalization=

+

+

$208,548

$1,829,358

$2,293,348TOTAL

$255,442

B

Figure 2. Actual and projected hospital costs for

the initial TTP cohort. (A) Actual hospital costs. (B)

Projected hospital costs.
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observed efficacy rates of rituximab in our own TTP cohort, which
are in keeping with those reported in other studies in the
literature.7,11,15-17 If more recent data examining the use of lower
doses of rituximab are further supported, this would conceivably
further reduce hospital costs if rituximab were incorporated into
standard treatment paradigms for all patients with TTP.12,18

In most patients in our cohort, the first dose of rituximab was
administered in the hospital several days after admission, but due to
incomplete records, the exact timing of rituximab administration in
the hospital in relation to day of admission was uncertain for many
patients. With a LOS of .14 days for initial TTP presentation, it is
conceivable that some patients may have received up to 2 doses of
inpatient rituximab if the first dose was administered within the first
few days of presentation, which would incur more cost to the
hospital. However, even if every patient in our cohort were to receive
2 doses of inpatient rituximab, the projected cost savings would still
be substantial ($25 828 per patient).

In the literature, relapse rates following adjunctive treatment of TTP
with rituximab, either upon initial presentation or at the time of
relapse, are in the range of 10% to 20%, with some loss of efficacy
over time. A UK phase 2 observational study reported relapse rates
of 10% with adjunctive rituximab use compared with 57% in
matched historical control subjects.7 A French observational study
showed no relapses in the first year after rituximab treatment vs
a relapse rate of 15.8% 3 years later.19 Data from the Oklahoma
TTP Registry reported relapse rates of 12.5% when rituximab was
given during a first TTP episode compared with 43% when

rituximab was not given.11 In a cohort study of patients with TTP
from 3 different US academic centers, relapses were rare during the
first year after rituximab treatment but at 5 years were comparable to
non-rituximab–treated patients.17 Our relapse rate of 18.2% at
47.2 months after rituximab treatment of our overall TTP and rTTP
cohort fits well with these numbers. By comparison, the observed
rates of TTP relapse in our cohort for patients who did not receive
rituximab were on the higher side (71%), comparable to those
reported in a different French registry study of patients with
persistent, severe ADAMTS13 deficiency (74%).20 Because
posttreatment surveillance ADAMTS13 levels were not routinely
measured at our institution until 2017, it is possible that the patients
in our study cohort may have represented a similarly higher risk
population or that other factors such as ethnicity or blood type may
have affected some of our numbers.11,20

Currently, the literature on rituximab favors its use during a TTP flare
for relapsed patients, whereas use of rituximab during an initial TTP
hospitalization as adjunctive front-line therapy with steroids and TPE
to help prevent future relapses remains in question.8,21 Taken
together, all studies show a consistent tendency toward decreased
relapse with adjunctive rituximab use during first and relapse TTP
hospitalizations. From a cost savings standpoint, we estimate that
the break-even relapse rate with rituximab use in our model is
;37%. Seeing that all observed relapse rates with rituximab in
the literature are well below this, from the standpoint of potential
cost savings to the hospital, our data would favor the routine
incorporation of rituximab into TTP treatment paradigms, even if the

ACTUAL HOSPITAL COSTS

Relapse
TTP Cohort

Hospitalizations for TTP

Inpatient rituximab doses:

Initial TTP episodes:

Relapse TTP episodes:

16 x $7,724/dose                  =

14 x $67,754/hospitalization =

27 x $47,304/hospitalization =

+

+

$123,584

$948,556

$2,349,348TOTAL

$1,277,208

A

PROJECTED HOSPITAL COST IF RITUXIMAB GIVEN AT FIRST rTTP EPISODE

Hospitalizations for TTP

Inpatient rituximab doses:

Initial TTP episodes:

Relapse TTP episodes:
(first relapse prior to rituximab)

16 x $7,724/dose                  =

SAVINGS: $425,736
                  86 hospital days
                  64 TPE procedures

14 x $67,754/hospitalization =

12 x $47,304/hospitalization =

+

+

+

$123,584

$948,556

$1,923,612TOTAL

$567,648

All additional rTTP hospitalizations after rituximab: 6 x $47,304/hospitalization = $283,824

B

Figure 3. Actual and projected hospital costs for

the rTTP cohort. (A) Actual hospital costs. (B) Pro-

jected hospital costs.
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first dose of rituximab were to be routinely given in the inpatient
setting.

Ultimately, it is the incorporation of rituximab into standard treatment
regimens for TTP, not whether it is administered on an inpatient
or outpatient basis, or how many doses are administered inpatient,
that is the primary cost savings measure. Logically, savings to the
hospital would be maximized further by deferring rituximab
administration to the outpatient setting altogether; there are
potential benefits to earlier administration of rituximab, however,
including fairly rapid B-cell depletion and hematologic recovery
beginning within days after the first rituximab infusion, and logistical
delays in initiating rituximab (eg, insurance approval) that might
arise from deferring its administration entirely to the outpatient
setting.22,23 Taken together, our sense is not that rituximab in the
treatment of initial TTP or rTTP has to be started in the inpa-
tient setting but, rather, that inpatient administration can be under-
taken if deemed clinically necessary without adversely affecting
hospital costs.

This study has several limitations. It is a retrospective, single-
institution study with a relatively small sample size given the rarity of
TTP. Because of our small sample size, it will be important for other
institutions to perform similar analyses of rituximab use to see if
comparable hospital cost savings are incurred. Also, we did not
calculate a comprehensive hospitalization cost and instead used
only costs of TPE and inpatient LOS as proxies. Incomplete records
as to the exact transfers of patients from different levels of care did
not allow us to include intensive care unit level costs; instead, all
patients were assigned the cost of a general medicine bed, which
has a lower cost than an intensive care unit bed. Because these
factors underestimated the complete cost of a TTP hospitalization, it
is likely that the net cost benefit of initiating inpatient rituximab is
greater than the numbers stated here.

In conclusion, the addition of initial inpatient rituximab to TPE and
steroids in the treatment of TTP produces cost savings for the
hospital compared with TPE and steroids alone. This is owed to

the sufficient efficacy of rituximab in preventing relapse and the
cumulative costs of TPE and hospital LOS. Because analysis of
cost savings of rituximab in patients with TTP has not been
previously reported, we have shown for the first time that cost
savings to the hospital are had in treating with rituximab both in
the initial TTP and rTTP settings. Taken together, the reduction in
relapse risk with rituximab and its consequent hospital cost savings
would support the incorporation of rituximab into standard
treatment paradigms for both initial and relapsed TTP. Although
not within the scope of this study, it should be noted that
prophylactic use of rituximab based on surveillance ADAMTS13
levels in the outpatient setting is emerging as an effective
intervention to decrease TTP relapse rates, which would benefit
from a similar cost savings analysis in the future.11 Considering the
devastating effects of repeated bouts of TTP, including impair-
ments in quality of life, mental health, and cardiovascular disease,
the benefits of early rituximab treatment in TTP are expected to
reverberate far beyond any initial hospital cost.24
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